Faculty Standards Committee
Kun Liao - Chair
Wendy Cook
Bob Carbaugh
Ke Zhong
Chair ex oficio: Carlo Smith

Charge:
1. Elect Chair
2. Review application of new standards for IP/PA classification and propose adjustments, if necessary
3. Propose CB policy on peer teaching review/evaluation, including summative evaluation
4. Review criteria for meritorious performance to insure they reflect upper 10-15% performance
5. Propose any changes to standards for the March college-wide meeting

Faculty Professional Development Committee
Peter Boyle – Chair
Andy Parks
Grace Ke
Bob Holtfreter
Kathryn Martell

Charge:
1. Elect Chair
2. Plan and implement annual online teaching workshop in spring term
3. Propose and deliver quarterly faculty professional development opportunities
4. Outline proposal for onboarding new quarterly instructors

Student Professional Development Committee
Todd Weber - Chair
Mark Pritchard
Yuntaek Pae
Jenny Cravens
Jae Oh
Steele Campbell
Peter Gray

Charge:
1. Elect chair
2. Plan and implement LAUNCH Conference
3. Review implementation/delivery of BUS 110/310 and propose adjustments, if necessary.
Student Advising Committee
Ryan Cahalan - Chair
Wendy Cook
Yong Joo Lee
Thomas Tenerelli
Tennecia Dacass
Claire Pritchard
Charge:
1. Elect Chair
2. Review Academic Advising Council Recommendations

AOL/AACSB
Coco Wu-Chair
Yong Lee
Erica Holley
Claudia Dumestricu
Fabio Ambrosio
Toni Sipic
Yuntaek Pae
Steele Campbell
Charge:
1. Insure program compliance with AOL deadlines and reporting
2. Review AY18-19 AOL and propose close the loop actions
3. Prepare/deliver annual AOL faculty summit at Winter Quarter college retreat day
4. Prepare AY 19-20 AOL report
5. Prepare AOL report for AACSB self-study report, to be submitted at the end of AY19-20

Budget
Tim Hargrave - Chair
Chad Wassell
Ken Smith
Fang Wang
Chair ex oficio: Bill Provaznik
Charge:
1. Elect chair
2. Advise the CB Dean on college budget issues, including instructional equipment requests, provost initiative requests, and other budget requests.
3. Participate in university budget forum and budget summit events.
4. Propose and evaluate changes to the RCM Model
Diversity
Erica Holley - Chair
Sayantani Mukherjee
Grace Ke
Jim Thompson
Ozden Bayazit
Peter Boyle
Nancy Pigeon
Olivia Vester
**Charge:**
1. Elect Chair
2. Develop a plan to institutionalize the Ph.D. project and leverage benefits to students and college
3. Assess CB environment with respect to inclusion and diversity. Provide recommendations for improvement where warranted.
4. Explore university resources to support student, faculty & staff diversity. Insure CB aware of and able to effectively leverage those resources.

Curriculum
Sayantani Mukherjee – Co-Chair
Clem Ehoff – Co-Chair
Amber Darting
Fabio Ambrosio
James Avey
Ozden Bayazit
Magdalena Bialic-Davendra
**Charge:**
1. Elect chair
2. Review and make recommendation upon proposed new CB programs, and CB program changes affecting more than one major or specialization.
3. Propose a process for substantive review of CB Foundation and Core
4. Insure CB curriculum is consistent with AACSB standards
5. Liaise with AOL committee to insure close the loop actions necessitating formal curriculum change are completed.